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So without further ado, grab your Pumpkin latte
and read on.

Finally, crisp fall mornings are upon us, along with
the wonderful aroma of pumpkins and apples Happy Stitching,
cooking in kitchens across America. At least these
delicious treats are HEALTHY! This time of the year
gets really hectic for sure, but key to completing
your sewing list is a bit of time management. So
while your goodies are in the oven, football is on
the TV or you are sitting in the carpool line, use the
time to finish the handwork on your projects.

Sheila

As I write this we are expecting a very large
shipment of lace from France. In it is a new lace set
which you will love as it is perfect for little boys as
well as girls. It is simple, and will pair well with
many of your other favorite Valencienne patterns.
And as you read further, Mollie shares that her
design board has moved to a different level, as she
now has ‘little Halle’ for whom to sew. As the cold
winter comes soon to Denver, she will be keeping
the sewing machine hot. We love her ideas and
can’t wait to see the finished results!
Finally, we are excited to have as our guest this
month Leigh Grady, owner of a shop in Jackson, MS
called Continental Sewing. It truly is a fabulous
shop catering to all avenues of sewing, and
specializing in children’s wear. She is also a Janome
and Husqvarna dealer. When you are in the
Jackson area, be sure to pay her a visit. Thanks so
much, Leigh.

“TESTING YOUR KNOWLEDGE
OF SEWING HISTORY!”
Hint: The answers can be found in previous
issues of Bear In Mind!!!

True or False:
The zig/Zag sewing machine was
invented by Bernina in 1951.
ANSWER BELOW!!!

Mollie’s Continuing New Year
Resolutions for sewing projects…
By the time you read this article I will be in Denver
and my granddaughter, Halle, will have made her
official debut. I thoroughly enjoyed sewing for my
children and each has a hope chest with their
smocked, heirloom, and appliqued outfits. With
Halle’s birth I can no longer make dream boards
but must focus on “must do” projects. As both of
my daughters live in Denver, fall and winter
weather is just a bit different than what I am used
to in Atlanta. The pattern which I am showcasing
from my “sewing stash” is Hooded Baby Coat and
Pants by Kari Mecca of Kari Me Away. The pattern
has 5 sizes (newborn, 6 months, 12 months, 18
months, and 24 months). The pattern includes
instructions for both a felt applique bunny and
hand embroidery. The back of the outfit is as
beautiful as the front. (Photos 1 and 2)

Since Victoria first advised me she was pregnant, I
have dreamed of using Bear Threads Swiss cotton
flannel for several projects. The Bear Threads
Swiss cotton flannel is so soft and is perfect for a
myriad of baby projects. The fabric, which is 55
inches wide, comes in the following colors: light
blue, light pink, yellow, wintergreen, Aqualine
blue, ivory, white, red, navy, and forest green.
Regrettably I will only be showing you design board
ideas using the pink, white, and wintergreen
flannels. Hopefully in a future newsletter you will
see what I finally decided to make for Halle.

A second design board idea would be to use Bear
Threads lined pique in pink for both the jacket and
the footed pants. The lining could be either Swiss
cotton flannel or Bearissima batiste. Photo 4
shows the pink lined pique, the white double
entredeux (E-10D) and a small embroidered
insertion pattern in pastels (E-160).

The wintergreen Swiss cotton flannel is beautiful
and would be stunning with so many of our Bear
Thread embroideries and laces. My first design
board idea is to use the wintergreen Swiss flannel
for both the hooded jacket, lining, and the footed
pants and a Swiss white organdy flower chain
applique for embellishment (Photo 3).

I would likely use the pattern’s feather stitch
embroidery design on the edges of the sleeves and
the jacket back. I could see myself cutting some of
the organdy flowers from the “chain” for individual
use as they are so petite and delicate. I would also
use the organdy flower chain around the outer
hood to frame the baby’s face. The organdy
flowers come in a 10 yard “chain” which Bear
Threads has in stock.

I would use the entredeux on each side of the
embroidered insertion to create a “fancy band”
which I would then use on both of the sleeves.
Depending on the pattern size selected, the same
fancy band could be used to embellish the hood.
Sheila has also taught me to think outside the box
and to occasionally use insertions to make a
pleated or gathered mini-ruffle. By the way, the
embroidered insertion (E-160) is also perfect to
pair with projects using the blue, yellow, and white
Swiss cotton flannels.

Finally, Bear Threads also has a crinkle stretch
fabric which I have paired with some stork motifs
carried by Bear Threads. Several storks could be
placed on the back of the jacket in lieu of flowers
and blue threads could be used to embroider the
effect of water around the feet of the storks. A
similar single stork could be used on the front. The
Guipure edging (E-710) is also shown in photo 5.

AND NOW YOU KNOW
As you know this column is devoted to
questions from consumers and shop owners
who say Why this, Why not that, and Can
you…..
TWO shops just this month, have questioned
why they bought a lace from another vendor
and the color did not match our beautiful
Ivory. Ivory is a special color unique to us;
that is, an antique white. (Some of our
customers refer to it affectionately as ‘dirty
white’, but that really does not sound good,
does it?) The lace is dyed in France to
perfectly match our Swiss Ivory Bearissima
Batiste and our Ivory Swiss Embroideries.
Another supplier in the industry has a color
that is called ‘champagne’ and it is
considerably more yellow. And ‘no’ they are
not remotely close in a match! So I am very
careful to correct and question our customers
when they order ‘champagne’ to see if they
are looking for ‘yellow’ or ‘ivory’.

Happy sewing!
Mollie Halle

Test your knowledge of
sewing history
Answer:
False. The Zig-Zag sewing machine was
patented by Helen Blanchard of
Portland, Maine in 1873. Miss
Blanchard held 28 sewing machine
related patents!

Now to add a bit of further interest to our
‘champagne’ story this month: If any of you
are my age, you will remember the fragrance
so popular in the 70’s by Yves St. Laurent that
was called Champagne. Even the bottle top
looked very much like a Champagne cork.
The French were offended by that and it was
taken off the market because by French law
the term ‘Champagne’ is solely for the use of
sparkling wine made from the grapes of the
CHAMPAGNE district!!!!
AND NOW YOU KNOW

Machine Needle 101
In my new owner classes, I spend a lot of time
talking about needles. Needle size. Needle type.
Needle age. Many people don’t think much about
the needle in their machines, but it is one of the
most important parts of your machine. Let me start
with what I consider my main message. Change
your needle. Change it more often than you think
you need to. How often? Some resources
recommend changing a needle after every project.
While that may be sound advice if your project is a
baptismal gown with a 48-inch skirt or a pieced
king sized quilt top, it’s not necessarily so if your
project is a size 6-month pair of Children’s Corner’s
Parker’s Pants. Other resources recommend
changing the needle after eight hours of sewing.
That’s hard for me to measure, as I sew for a few
seconds at a time. My rule of thumb, and what I
recommend to my students, is to change your
needle after four or five normal sized projects. I
realize that is a subjective target, but the point is
to change your needle more often.

Damaged and worn needles.
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Now that we’ve got that settled, let’s talk about
needle problems and solutions. In general, the size
of the needle corresponds with the weight of the
fabric. So an heirloom batiste requires a 60/8 or
70/10 needle (preferably a sharp or MicroTex
needle). A heavier fabric, such as duck or canvas
requires a 90/14 or 100/16 needle. If your needle
repeatedly breaks while sewing, you may be using
a needle that is too small for your fabric. Try using
a larger needle and maybe even a denim which has
a nice sharp point. Chances are the new needle will
slide right through the fabric.

How can you tell if it’s time to change your needle?
There are several symptoms that indicate a needle
is past its prime. If your machine is skipping stitches
or shredding thread at the eye of the needle,
change your needle. What we notice most often on
our floor models in the shop is a popping or
thunking sound while sewing. You’ll learn the Likewise, the weight of your thread corresponds to
sound, but by the time you hear it, a needle change the weight of your fabric. Sewing heavier fabric
requires heavier the thread. Heirloom sewing
is already overdue.
usually requires a fine (up to 100 weight thread)
Remember, needles are inexpensive. Your whereas topstitching usually calls for a heavier, say
machine, your project, and your time are not. You 30 weight thread. Smaller needles, designed for
will be happier with all three by following this one lighter weight fabric have a smaller eye to
accommodate finer thread. If your thread is
piece of advice: Change your needle!
shredding at the eye of the needle, your needle
may be too small for the weight of thread you’re
using. Try changing to a larger needle or finer
thread whichever is appropriate.

Irregular or uneven stitches, or puckered seams,
could be symptoms of a dull needle or using an
incorrect needle size. Certainly machine
adjustments may be necessary to correct these
problems, but my first piece of advice is to change
the needle. Often this simple correction will fix the
problem.
All of this brings me to one last suggestion. Make
sure you have plenty of needles on hand! Since so
many sewing problems can be solved by changing
the needle, it pays to keep an extra pack or two of
your most commonly used sizes.

Halloween is more Irish than St.
Patrick’s Day. Halloween’s
origins come from a Celtic festival
for the dead called “Samhain”.
Celts believed the ghosts of the
dead roamed Earth on this
holiday, so people would dress in
costumes and leave “treats” out
on their front doors to appease
the roaming spirits.

Leigh Grady is owner of Continental Sewing Center,
Jackson, MS.
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